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This one is manual basic of operation directed to evaluate the product. The most 
important aspects are commented but not the totality of the options that the 
package of AERadio has. 
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AERadio Pro: Low-Cost Software for automatic audio play at your company. 
Pantalla principal AERadio 
Minimum requirements for your PC. It will allow run with DirectSound sound cards 
(Soundblaster, Realtech, AC´97 or higher) 
Mp3, wav, wma, m3u and others are supported, including video files. It is not 
necessary to import files or keep duplicates on your hard drive. 
AERadio can be easily installed by yourself via Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows XP 
or Windows Vista. 
It does not require for maintenance. 
Outstanding by its ease of use, even for less experienced users. Inside, its sound 
power shows that it has been created with the most advanced development tools. 
 

IT DOES NOT REQUIRE A SERVER 
IT WORKS WITH STANDARD SOUND CARDS, SOUNDBLASTER OR 

COMPATIBLE ONES 
WITHOUT MAINTENANCE OR TROUBLE FOR YOU 

MINIMUM AND BASIC REQUIREMENTS 
 
You can choose several options to work with AERadio: 
 
Manual: 
You can choose music, jingles and advertising from your library files. You can play 
anything you want to, by dragging with the mouse to digital playlists of AERadio. It 
is the usual way of working when you have your own contents production and 
announcers. 
 
Sequential: 
AERadio broadcasts or plays everything you choose for long periods of time (nights, 
lunchtimes, week-ends and others). Repeat and random modes are available. 
Endless broadcasts. 
 
Automatic: 
With our schedule module and its planning view, you can schedule music, jingles 
and advertising you want to broadcast. Forget everyghing else. AERadio launches 
all your schedule for you at the dates and hours previously set by you. This module 
lets you create and send out all your music, jingles, advertising and others. 
 
AERadio is the solution for  
HOTELS, SHOPS, INTERNET STATIONS, RESTAURANTS, RADIO STATIONS, 
THEATERS, AUDITORIUMS, SHOPPING CENTERS, NIGHT CLUBS… etc. 
  
By means three digital players, AERadio carries out all broadcast tasks: music, 
audio files, advertising and jingles. 
 
It can easily play audio files from other windows by dragging them to the choosen 
player. 
 
It is a perfect tool to administer file blocks, with available repeat and random 
options, in order to leave your company without staff in charge of your broadcasts 
for long periods of time. 
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The automate schedule module makes possible to schedule complete blocks that 
will be broadcasted at the dates and hours previously set by you. Thanks to this 
module, you could have your business closed, leaving automatic broadcast for 
several weeks or months. 
 
It offers fading out, pre-listening, sound effects and the possibility to work 
simultaneously with several sound cards, in order to get different audio broadcasts 
with the same software. 
 
Automatic jingle insertion, hour signals, linking up with any external sound source 
(satellites, tuners, players or internet URL´s. 
 
Network running 
Internet broadcast: Shoutcast or through professional streaming optional. 
Electric protection 
Auto- scheduling assistant 
 
— 
Guarantee, support, updates and copy protection for our range. 
 
Download trial:  http://avradio.com/aeradiopro66/?page_id=1483  
 
Documentation: http://avradio.com/aeradiopro66/?page_id=1536 
 
Optional Help book for teachers available: 
  
http://puv.uv.es/product_info.php?products_id=23147&language=es&osCsid=d4fe
7c1beda09d12d72c1077fde2ea60 
 
Buy/Shop:  http://avradio.com/aeradiopro66/?page_id=1584  
 
Available training licenses for Universities, Professional Modules, Schools and 
teachers. 
 
It is designed to offer the highest quality to your listeners/audience. 
Maximum confidence for you. Total reliability since 1995. 

http://avradio.com/aeradiopro66/?page_id=1483
http://avradio.com/aeradiopro66/?page_id=1536
http://puv.uv.es/product_info.php?products_id=23147&language=es&osCsid=d4fe7c1beda09d12d72c1077fde2ea60
http://puv.uv.es/product_info.php?products_id=23147&language=es&osCsid=d4fe7c1beda09d12d72c1077fde2ea60
http://avradio.com/aeradiopro66/?page_id=1584
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After installing the demo/trial. 
 
When starting AERadio in anyone of its versions can you see a series of floating 
windows allocated better or worse 
depending on the resolution of screen of 
your machine. 
 
The image 'No Registrado' or 
'Unregistered' you can move to be able to 
operate with demo of the program. 
  

 
The other limitation is the maximum of 5 songs in each one of the players. 
The logo appearing 'AERadio Valencia 96.6' or 'Su LOGO' can be the logo of your 
radio station.  
 

 
 
With the registered version the procedure is explained to make that your logo 
appears with the purpose of personalizing the program. 
 
You can fit the size of the rest of windows until getting an aspect similar to the one 
of the inferior image. The clock/calendar also is condidered as a floating window 
(that appears in screen). 
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Sections of AERadio. 
 
The main window is the one of the left superior part and usually shows the total of 
musical songs, jingles, publicity, etc. 
 
In the right, the s appear, is the place where we will drag the sound files for its 
later emission.  
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And finally, and in the inferior part it the window Continuity or Combinations next 
to the Control Panel of the named 'Main'. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Main. Control Panel. 
 
The Control Panel is the place where we can form different aspects from the 
application and make differents things, for example: that more or less players are 
showed, the logo of the radio station, the clock, etc. 
 

 
 
You can also select the options to silence channels, general volume, the language of 
the interface, to visualize log, to change to the appearance selecting others skins, 
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to modify the source of the text, and even to launch other applications. (this last 
one is not qualified in the Demos). 
 

Folders. 
 
By defect in the demo a series of sound files of sample appear in the window of 
'Folders'. 
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The first step that we would have to give is the one of being able to assign to an 
folder a disc directory that contains sound files: For it, pressing the right button of 
the mouse on some folder already created, we will choose the 'New-Folder' option 
and we will directly write the folder's name. 
 
Now the last step to make is to assign a disc directory to that folder. For that we 
will select directory 'Insert-Folder'. Repeating the operation we can assign more 
than one disc directory to a folder. 
 
The folder 'EMITES' or ‘JINGLES’ is directed to lodge the indicatives or jingles of the 
radio station, being the first of them assigned to system SOS that we will comment 
more ahead. 
 
All these steps let us obtain that in each folder they appear certain songs, jingles, 
advertisements, with the purpose of having a total organization of our files 
organized by folders. 
 
 

Basic Handling. 
 
Emiting audio files is has simple as pressing on them and dragging them the 
players 1 2 or 3. To emit them definitively we must make a pulsation in the Play 
button. 
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Groups of files can be selected with the mouse and with of key CTRL or SHIFT. (the 
version demo will only let reproduce the 5 first deposited in the list). 
 
Players. 
 
The song in reproduction can be stopped and pass to the following one with Button 
NEXT. Also the change of order of the subjects of the list works moving them with 
the mouse. 
 
The button + and - apply a Pitch to the song in reproduction, the Fx button adds 
effects On Line to the songs and the buttons REP and RND would make the function 
of repeating the songs of the list and doing it in random order when finalizing. 
 

 
Bar of vertical displacement or suttle for independent 
volume of each player and countdown on the times. 
The existence of several players in the Professional versions 
allows the announcer to prepare the publicity or music to 
emit later. 
 
Important: If we press the play in more than a player, the 
result will be the mix of those channels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creation of Playlist/Combinations or Continuous Emissions. 
 
In the window Combinations we can create groups of files that will be emitted in a 
single step, directed specially not to have to select to every time the same 
advertisements, the same group of jingles, or even the same songs to be emitted 
during one night, etc. 
 
In order to create a combination we press in the window Combinations with the 
right button of the mouse and we choose Combinations-New entering the name 
that we assigned to it.  
 
This one combination can contain the files that we want and that we will drag from 
the window of folders from anyone of the folders. 
 
To emit a combination is as simple as to drag it to anyone of the player. 
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An continuous emission composed by songs, for example to be emitted during one 
night, would be made creating a denominated combination for example 'Continuity' 
that contains all the songs that we want that are emitted. Some radio stations 
press on button REP and RND in the player to obtain that when finalizing the 
emission of all the songs they be emitted again (REP) but in a random and different 
order (RND). 
 

 
 
Also some radio stations wish to put jingles or indicatives between all the songs in 
order to get that the emission is not boring. To get it we have button INSERT: 
When pressing it, we will be able to select how we want that it inserts jingle that 
will take randomly or not of the folder 'Emites' OR ‘Jingles’ of the window Folders. 
 
 

Automatic Programming. 
 
This module is including only in the version  Professional of AERadio, and it is the 
module that allow to make a complete programme planning of your radio station, 
programming the publicity, music, jingles, etc, for emissions programmed for long 
time. For example for month, weeks, etc. 
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The user can create so many programs as he wishes. The program will be sent in 
the date and to the hour that it is specified. For that reason, the person in charge of 
the programming of the radio station can leave programmed all the emission for a 
long space of time, including music, indicatives or jingles, and of course the 
publicity to emit. 
 
It is the module that is used by many of our clients, for example to maintain closed 
the radio station during periods of vacations, month of August, etc. 
 
The method to make an automatic programme planning is the following one: 
Firstly, we must know clearly the idea that a program can contain individual files or 
combinations of files previously created that will be emitted in the date and to the 
hour that we determine. 
 
The interface of the programming module is similar to a 'planning' and has different 
kinds of visualization (daily, weekly, monthly, annual and playlist format) to 
facilitate the location of the day in which we want to insert the program. 
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More detail: 
 
You must select the day in which the program will be emitted. Next the hour of 
emission is selected and it appears the window of selection of the Minute. This 
window allows to select the minute of emission, and would allow to insert more 
programs within the same hour interval, that is to say a program in the minute 10 
and another one in the minute 22 for example. 
 

 
 
Once added the program we can accede to a screen where we will select what must 
be emitted one is due to emit. (songs, advertisement, indicatives or Combinations 
with these elements). 
 

 
 
As you can appraise in the image we have three different folders that mark the 
three steps to follow to generate the program: 
 
1. When emit . We can select if we want that the program emits a single time 
(normally), daily (with possibility of selecting the days of the week in which it will 
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be emitted, and until what date) and Several times the day (that will allow to select 
how often the program will be repeated too). 
 
2. What emit. Where we will select the sound files to emit or, as normally it is 
made, the combinations that contain all the songs as well, advertisements, etc. 
 
3. Options. We will select if the program will have to be emitted to the exact hour 
or no, allowing that finishes the song that is sounding or interrupting it directly. It is 
allowed to select the channel where the program will be emitted. 
 
It is necessary to consider that we can have actived or deactivated the programs to 
emit of individual or general form. That is to say, that we will even have an option 
that will  deactivate all the programs automatically, or simply a certain program. 
 

 
 
AERadio will warn in advance of the automatic emission of a program through an 
emergent window to warn the announcer that AERadio is going to take the control 
of the emission. 
 
Of course the edition or modification of a program, its delete, the total erase of the 
programs are allowed, as well as the delete of the old programs already emitted. 
 
With the different kinds of visualization we will have therefore a grill with the 
detailed programme planning and in graphics mode. 
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Example of a joint use of the module of programming with the 
one of Combinations (playlist). 
 
We are going to plan an assumption in which the power of the module of 
programming next to the one of combinations is appraised: 
 
Let us imagine that we want that our computer automatically emits a combination 
composed by 200 songs (previously we will have made the combination with those 
200 subjects), that will be repeated during the month of August, but in random 
order in each repetition. Of that way the listener will not always listen to the songs 
in the same order nor to the same hour. 
 
When placing the combination in the reproduction list we will also cause that it 
automatically inserts jingles or indicatives of our radio station each X songs 
randomly. 
 
Now, the last thing to get is that the programming module emits the blocks of 
publicity to its determined hours. So, we will make so many programs as we need 
to put the day and the hour of emission. Also we can indicate if we want that the 
programs are emitted to one exact hour, if they let finish the present song or no, 
etc. 
 
In conclusion, we can create a combination with all the music of the month, with 
our automatic jingles, and the publicity with the form of programs with date and 
hour. We have been able to make the programme planning for all the month of 
August. 
 
-- 

Toolbar AERadio. 
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Search Module. 
 

 
 
 

View Logs. Audit. 
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Control Panel AERadio Screenshots. 
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Clock / Calendar/Automatic Signals.  
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Other captures: 
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Optional Modules: 
 

Sampler Pro. 
 

 
 

AERecorder 
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